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EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT

DREAM SEQUENCE:

WILL is walking down a poorly lit alley. A DARK STRANGER in

a hooded jacket is leaning against the wall, his face is

covered in shadow.

DARK STRANGER

You have light.

WILL

No sorry. I don’t smoke.

DARK STRANGER

You misunderstood.

Will stops and turns to the Dark Stranger.

DARK STRANGER

I said you have light. I didn’t ask

if you had a light?

Will continues to walk away.

DARK STRANGER

Look for it. Feel for it. You know

now that you can will it into

being.

Will comes back, he’s trying to see the Dark Stranger’s

face.

WILL

Do I know you?

The Dark Stranger looks up and shows his face. It’s an older

version of Will.

DARK STRANGER

You should.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

END DREAM SEQUENCE.

Will is sleeping on his bed. He awakes. He reluctantly gets

out of bed and begins to get ready.
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INT. OFFICE HALLWAY - DAY

AMEER is walking down the hallway at the office. He

approaches Will, they talk while passing each other.

WILL

Ameer. I have a box of files in my

office for you. The new temp put

them in my office.

AMEER

Strange.

WILL

I guess she’s still figuring out

who’s who.

AMEER

Ya, you look like an Ameer.

Will continues walking down the hallway. Picks up some mail

from the mail room, makes his way to his office and sits

down in front of this computer.

He sits for a moment, then remembers his thumb drive. He

reaches into his pocket, takes the thumb drive out and puts

it into the computer. Then he launches the Wishbone program.

On screen it reads, "What is your wish?". He thinks for a

few moments. In the hallway he hears some arguing, it quiets

for a moment, then his boss HOWARD enters his office.

HOWARD

Those files I had Kimberly drop off

in your office?

WILL

Ya. I told...

HOWARD

I want you to get through those

before the end of the week.

WILL

But, Ameer...

HOWARD

I’m asking you. Ameer’s working on

something else for me. Team work

Will. That’s what we need.

Howard leaves Will’s office.

Will thinks again for a moment, and types "A new job." and

hits enter.
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EXT. HOTDOG CART - DAY

Will is walking down the street on his way to get some

lunch. He stops at a hotdog cart.

HOTDOG VENDOR

What are you havin?

WILL

Give me an all beef and an orange

juice.

HOTDOG VENDOR

You got it. Nice day.

Will picks up his drink off the side of the cart.

WILL

It is.

The hotdog vendor hands will the hotdog.

HOTDOG VENDOR

Here ya go. Enjoy

Will takes the hotdog.

WILL

Thanks.

Will puts some ketchup, mustard and onions on it and starts

walking as he eats.

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - DAY

JIMMY, ROCKO, AMEER and a few other office employees are

standing out front of the office talking. Will arrives on

foot and finds it odd that everyone’s outside.

WILL

What’s going on?

AMEER

They shut us down.

WILL

Who shut us down?

AMEER

That’s what we’re trying to find

out. Apparently there’s an

investigation going on. Something

(MORE)
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AMEER (cont’d)
to do with a court order. They took

Howard Walstern.

WILL

Holy shit!

AMEER

It’s complete lock down. We’re not

even allowed in to get our stuff.

ROCKO

That’s bullshit! I’m gonna make

some phone calls.

Rocko walks off.

AMEER

Mr. Connected over here. I guess

this means we’re out of a job.

JIMMY

For now anyway.

WILL

Shit.

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Will and KELLY are sitting in their living room talking.

KELLY

So what are you going to do then?

WILL

I wait I guess.

KELLY

For how long?

WILL

I don’t know. I’ll cash in some

T-Bills. Use some of our savings.

KELLY

What if they don’t re-open? You

should be thinking about that.

WILL

I am. But there’s not much I can do

about it right now. And, jumping

the gun before we know what’s

really going on isn’t smart either.
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KELLY

Excuse me?

WILL

I’m not saying...

KELLY

You better not be.

WILL

Or what?

KELLY

You really want to go down this

road?

WILL

Not today.

Will stands up and walks toward the front door.

KELLY

Not today?

Will exits the house.

EXT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Will is coming out of his house. He walks down his walkway

onto the sidewalk and down the street.

EXT. PARK - NIGHT

Will walks through a park and finds a park bench with a

street light overhead. He sits down and takes a breather to

think.

An elderly man approaches very slowly out of nowhere. He

makes his way toward Will and sits down next to him.

CEEVEN

Do you mind?

WILL

No, go ahead.

CEEVEN

You know, this is the only park

bench with light in the city? There

are two two others with fixtures

but the lights are burnt out.
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WILL

Really?

CEEVEN

I visit allot of parks.

WILL

At night.

CEEVEN

Ya. I enjoy the quiet.

WILL

Aren’t you worried about muggers

or... crazy people?

CEEVEN

Never had much use for worry. You

feel free to partake though.

Will seems intrigued with the old man.

WILL

I’m Will.

CEEVEN

Ceeven.

WILL

Nice to meet you Steven.

CEEVEN

It’s Ceeven. C, double E, V, E, N.

WILL

Oh, sorry.

CEEVEN

No worries. (pause) What brings you

out here tonight?

WILL

Long day, just needed a walk. Well,

fresh air.

CEEVEN

It is especially peaceful tonight.

WILL

You’re right.

After an extended moment of silence between them, Will

begins to speak to the old man.
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WILL

Life is weird. You know how they

say, be careful what you wish for?

(beat) You ever have something

happen to you that you can’t

explain?

CEEVEN

At my age? I’ve lost count.

WILL

I had one of those days.

CEEVEN

There was a boy. About 7 years old.

His father was a preacher. The boy

loved to ask questions, but the

preacher was too tired to answer

all of his questions after his

sermons on Sundays. So he told the

boy you can ask me only one

question on Sundays. He asked the

typical questions for a boy his

age. But so often the preacher

would answer, "it’s all part of

Gods plan". The boy could smell

bullshit when he heard it. So he

had a choice to make. Does he shut

his mind off and blindly accept

this answer? Chalk it up to faith?

Or does he stay curious and keep

looking? Or, maybe he invents his

own answer and starts a new

religion. The boy simply grew up

and stopped believing. Life got

hard. Real hard. As life does for

grown ups. This boy who was now a

man went through college to be a

scientist. After a while he

realized that science offered the

same limitations. Many answers but

many unexplained things.

Ceevan gets up and begins to walk away.

WILL

So what did he do?

CEEVEN

He found something else.

Ceevan disappears into the darkness.
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WILL

Hey, wait.

Will gets up and walks over to the area where he lost sight

of Ceevan and he’s completely gone.

FADE OUT.

THE END


